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Before We Begin

• This coaching material is designed for the Income Masters 
Program and is not generalized trading

• The recommended approach is defensive - to leverage 
capital in a conservative way

• LEAPs are not just more volatile, they do entail more risk 
than share/call positions



What is a LEAP?



Long-term equity anticipation securities (LEAPS) 
are publicly traded options contracts with expiration 
dates that are longer than one year, and typically up 

to three years from issue. They are functionally 
identical to most other listed options, except with 

longer times until expiration. 

Investopedia



Since a LEAP controls 100 shares, 
you can sell call contracts against a 
LEAP, one for one. Own ten LEAPs 

and you can sell 10 calls



I often use the term interchangeably 
with long term calls that may be less 

than 12 months in duration



I may call an Apple, January 2022 100 
call a LEAP, technically it is not
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Why LEAPs
• LEAPs can greatly reduce the amount of capital 

required to trade options on a stock
• LEAPs can greatly increase rates of return
• LEAPs enable the seller of calls to use strikes 

further out of the money
• LEAPs enable you to trade very high priced stocks
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Why Spreads
• If you own the LEAP, selling calls have 

tremendous potential to generate outsized returns
• Spreads can boost the overall rate of return of 

your portfolio
• Spreads can be used to generate cash that in turn 

can be used to hedge the LEAP
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Leverage = > Cash
• One call contract = $50
• Four call contracts = $200, or..
• Sell a more distant strike, or...
• Buy a put, or....
• Do both
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Risks
• Real world risk in a company and stock is amplified with 

leverage 
• The stock falls 5%-10%, a LEAP can fall 20%-50% in 

value, or more
• A LEAP that falls sharply creates difficulties when selling 

calls
• A LEAP can expire worthless
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Why Now?

• We did create LEAP/call spreads prior to 2020
• Volatility persuaded me to avoid leveraged positions
• We missed potentially great returns on pandemic 

stocks
• A lesson learned
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Three Approaches

• The deep in the money LEAP
• The near the money LEAP
• The hedged LEAP - applies to both these 

approaches
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A Step Back
• Use rates of return and your goals to create positions 
• Use the same criteria to pick a company and stock, with 

one exception - avoid more volatile stocks
• Use the same charts to view possible short term 

movements the stock
• Be doubly careful if you choose house margin
• Avoid over concentration - be selective on how much 

capital you commit to this tactic
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The Deep in the Money LEAP

• The strike is roughly 50% of the current share price
• Less volatile than near the money LEAPs
• Easier to manage 
• Uses more capital 
• Lower rates of return



Some Basics - Calls
• Premium - a premium has two components - 

intrinsic and time value
• Intrinsic Value - the price of the shares 

minus the strike price of the call
• Time Value - the difference between the 

premium and the intrinsic value of a call



$52 stock

50 call

Intrinsic value = $2



Premium for 50 call = $2.65

Intrinsic value = $2

Time value = $.65



Eliminate Time Value



Eliminate Time Value

Losing trade Called out  
too soon



Eliminate Time Value

Winning tradeCalled out with  
no time value



Eliminate Time Value
• It is important to eliminate the time value component of the 

LEAP
• If you are called out before the time value is eliminated you 

will lose money on the trade
• With deep in the money LEAPs this is an easy thing to do





A Simple Calculation
• Share price =$132.28
• 65 LEAP
• $67.28 intrinsic value
• Premium = $67.40
• Time value = $.12 (meaningless)
• You are free to sell calls at or above the current share price



�57

DEEP ITM LEAP

With deep ITM LEAPS, 
you sell close in calls 

one you have eliminated 
 time value



You are free to sell calls at or above the 
current share price



The Deep in the Money LEAP

Jan 2022 65 LEAP $67.40
Price of Shares $132.28
Time Value $0.12
Avg Premium Per Week $1.65
Weeks to Eliminate TV 1
Return per Week 2.40%
Annualized Return 81%
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A Close to the Money LEAP
• A more speculative position 
• Higher rates of return 
• Look to close as soon as you hit your goals 
• The critical issue is the ability to roll the LEAP 
• Construct the trade aware of but not ruled by time 

value 



A Close to the Money LEAP
• Share price =$134.99
• 130 LEAP
• $4.99 intrinsic value
• Premium = $22.40
• Time value = $17.41



The Close to the Money LEAP

Jan 2022 130 LEAP $22.40
Price of Shares $134.99
Time Value $17.41
Avg Premium Per 
Week $0.78

Weeks to Eliminate TV 22
Return per Week 3.48%



If you are called out with less than a $17.41 
gain minus premiums collected in the 

underlying LEAP you lose money



You need to sell well out of the money calls



Two Approaches = Same Stocks
• LEAPs decline in value faster than the underlying 

stock 
• Avoid highly volatile stocks
• Do the rate of return calculations on each kind of 

LEAP
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The Deep in the Money LEAP

Jan 2022 65 LEAP $67.40
Price of Shares $132.28
Time Value $0.12
Avg Premium Per Week $1.65
Weeks to Eliminate TV 1
Return per Week 2.40%
Annualized Return 81%
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The Close to the Money LEAP
• LEAP = 130
• Share price = $134.99
• Premium = $22.40 
• Sell the February Week Two 142 call for $.78
• Rate of return = $1.16/22.40= 3.5%
• Annualized return = 115%



The Close to the Money LEAP

Jan 2022 130 LEAP $22.40
Price of Shares $134.99
Time Value $17.41
Avg Premium Per 
Week $0.78

Weeks to Eliminate TV 22
Return per Week 3.48%



Selecting the LEAP

•An art, not a science
•Risk tolerance
•Income and 
transaction goals
•The company, stock 
and chains = 
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Do the Math

• Buy LEAP for $10.00
• Sell call for $1.00 = cost basis of $9.00
• Buy back call for $2.50 = cost basis of $11.50
• Sell LEAP for $12.75 = profit of $1.25
• Rate of return = $1.25/$10.00  = 12.5%
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Jan 2022 65 LEAP $67.40
Premiums to Date 4.95
Cost Basis $62.45
Cost to Buy Back Call $2.11
Price of LEAP $69.86
New Cost Basis $64.56
Profit $5.30
Return 7.9%
Annualized Return 151%
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Closing a Position
Jan 2022 65 LEAP $67.40
Premiums to Date 4.95
Cost Basis $62.45
Cost to Buy Back Call $2.11
Price of LEAP $69.86
New Cost Basis $64.56
Profit $5.30
Return 7.9%
Annualized Return 151%



Yes, you do not necessarily hold a LEAP 
into expiration
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What Call to Sell

• What is the desired annualized rate of return? 75%+ 
• Weeklies? Yes - easier to manage downturns and events 
• Monthlies? Yes - depending on the previous two answers 
• How far out? Depends on time value, charts, trading 

ranges, events 
• What premium? See the answer to the first question



Selecting the LEAP

•An art, not a science
•Risk tolerance
•Income and 
transaction goals
•The company, stock 
and chains = 
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Key Variables in LEAP Selection
• The company
• The stock = volatility, events
• Charts - moving averages
• Charts -  3 day to 3 week trading ranges
• Premiums for calls
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LEAPs Carry Real Risk
• LEAPs decline much faster than stock prices depending on 

the strike price of the LEAP
• An at the money LEAP can lose 50% in its value when a 

stock loses 10% of its value - or more
• It is difficult to manage call positions when your LEAP's 

strike price is well under the current share price
• LEAPs expire



The Underwater LEAP
• You own a 75 LEAP
• The stock is at $65
• What call do you sell?
• Often it is best to wait for a rise in the share price
• I will discuss this in detail in the session on 

Recovery Tactics
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Hedging A LEAP
• You can buy puts to hedge your LEAP
• This is best used when trading a close to the money LEAP/

call spread
• You will need to reduce your target rate of return for the 

position
• Rule of thumb - spend no more than 50% of premiums 

collected for puts
• This is very stock and option chain specific



I will discuss in great detail in the next 
session on Hedging Positions



Summing Up
• If you had not done this, start with a virtual trade
• I will put these positions on in the service
• Leverage is a two way street - LEAPs fall in value 

much faster than the underlying stocks
• Please email with questions


